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EKATA OVERVIEW
Who we are
Ekata provides businesses with global identity verification solutions via enterprise-scale APIs and web tools. Our global 

solutions enable companies to identify legitimate customers, prevent fraudulent transactions, and smooth new customer 

account creation. We do this by applying pattern recognition, predictive analytics, and machine learning to the five core 

consumer data attributes of email, phone, person, physical address, and IP. 

Our solutions are powered by the Ekata Identity Graph, which houses more than 5 billion global identity records, and the 

Ekata Identity Network, which provides real-time insights from the millions of daily online transactions of our global risk 

management conglomerate. These insights provide unique advantages to verifying consumer identities through breadth of 

quality data and depth of records— all backed by 20 years of sophisticated data science. 

Our data sources
Our team of data experts navigates global markets to get the most accurate and trustworthy data available. We ingest 

data from 100+ global sources, yet only 1 in every 10 data sources passes our stringent evaluations. Before we sign any 

vendors, the data is put through rigorous tests to vet the legitimacy of source, and compliance and pertinent regulatory 

requirements. The data we return is a combination of real-time providers, data from our Identity Graph, and Ekata 

databases stored in the cloud. 

https://ekata.com/
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PRO INSIGHT
Ekata Pro Insight is the only global identity review solution that enables organizations to assess identity risk, approve good 

transactions, and investigate fraud on a global scale by providing six ways to search, robust analytics and admin tools, 

direct workflow integrations, and a clear and focused user experience. Pro Insight includes:

▪ Identity Review  - assess both digital and traditional identity details and their relation to one another in one simple 

view that includes an Identity Risk Score, the top positive and negative signals influencing that score, Network Risk, 
and an interactive distance calculation map.

▪ Deep dives and individual searches  -  explore the Ekata Identity Graph of over 8B links to investigate data 

attributes further and find associated people, historical information, and more

▪ Admin tools, reporting, and advanced analytics  - view detailed reports on usage, users, and coverage (available in 

list view and for export)

▪ Direct workflow integration for both existing and proprietary platforms  - access full Identity Review results 

directly for any transaction with a single click

▪ Scalable support, customization, and security   - benefit from a wide variety of features for teams of all sizes such 

as SSO, dedicated support, enhanced security, and advanced analytics

The rich and granular data provided by Pro Insight enables organizations to:

 Increase productivity  - Investigate both traditional and digital data attributes to get a 

comprehensive view of the identity behind a transaction with single cross-border solution.

 Catch fraudulent orders  - Leverage the power of machine learning to view top risk signals, 

catch discrepancies, and dive deeper into highlighted warnings for more details.

 Improve customer satisfaction  - Reduce false-positive rates and improve customer experience 

and loyalty by quickly approving good transactions with confidence.

https://ekata.com/
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IDENTITY REVIEW
Identity Review provides a quick comprehensive view of the identity behind a transaction by cross-checking the 5 core 

digital and traditional data attributes of  email, phone, billing address, shipping address, and IP. Identity Review is the 

best starting point to assess the risk of the identity behind a transaction and is powered by:

▪ 70+ data elements of our award-winning Identity Check API

▪ Advanced machine learning and sophisticated data science of our Identity Risk Score

▪ Insights from billions of transactional patterns across our Identity Network 

▪ Advanced logic to accurately highlight invalid inputs as well as matches & mismatches between data attributes

▪ Individual data deep dives to explore the linkages between the data attributes and additional elements in our Identity 

Graph of 5B global records

▪ Interactive mapping technology to visually see distances between inputs
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1. Identity Risk Score

2. Key positive and negative signals

3. Results columns with data details

4. Orange alert icons for a 

mismatch or invalid input

5. Blue icon for a data match

6. Network Risk

7. Distance calculation map
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Identity Risk Score 
Identity Risk Score provides a quick first view of the risk associated with an identity by leveraging real-time global data, 

millions of transactional patterns across our Identity Network, machine learning, and sophisticated data science. The 

Identity Risk Score is a comprehensive assessment of a transaction and is located at the top of an Identity Review result 

to provide directional guidance for manual review.

Identity Risk Score continuously adapts to patterns and fraud trends and takes all 

attributes and their relation to one another into consideration to produce a score 

ranging from 0 to 500. A higher Identity Risk Score indicates a riskier transaction and a 

lower score indicates a more positive transaction.

Positive and negative 
Positive and negative signals are located on each side of the Identity Risk Score and provide insights into what’s driving 

that number. These dynamic signals take all transaction inputs into account and are weighted by impact and listed in 

order of importance, with the strongest signals listed first. 

▪ In-depth look inside Identity Risk Score

▪ Strength indicator with scale of 1-5

▪ Listed in order of importance

▪ Evolving database of 150+ signals

Result columns 
Below the Identity Risk Score and signals, the result columns provide data details for each transaction input. Blue 

data match icons indicate a data match and orange alert icons indicate a mismatch or invalid input. Additionally, the 

email, phone, and address columns provide hyperlinks to view additional in-depth details, such as related people, 

additional phone numbers, and more. 
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1. Details for all 5 attributes

2. View additional details

3. Orange alert icons

4. Blue data match icons
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Network Risk
Below the result columns is the Network Risk panel. These risk signals are derived from anonymised historical transactions 
and feedback (outcome) data from our global risk conglomerate of thousands of customers. Our Identity Network 
leverages sophisticated data science and machine learning to provide unique insights based on historical patterns.

There are four types of insights surfaced in the Network Risk panel:

▪ Velocity measures the number of times an identity attribute has been seen.

▪ Popularity measures the number of merchants that have seen an identity attribute.

▪ Volatility measures how much the identity attributes changed around a static data point in transactions.

▪ Age measures the reliability of an identity element based on its history in Ekata's network.

Distance calculation map 
The distance calculation map is an interactive tool that shows a visual representation of the distances between the 

following inputs:

▪ Phone

▪ Billing address

▪ Shipping address

▪ IP

To measure a distance, click the location you would like as a starting point. You will see distances under the other locations 

that indicate how far they are from your starting point. Click the other locations to toggle between distance views. 

The number of strength bars indicates how much 
influence that signal had on the model. The higher 
the strength bar, the larger the influence. The red/
green coloring represents the direction of that 
influence (red bars indicate a riskier leaning; green 
bars indicate a positive/less risky leaning). 

https://ekata.com/
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Examples: Identity Review (Good Transaction)
United States
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1. Identity Risk Score

2. Strong positive signals

3. Blue data match icons

 Global

1

1. Identity Risk Score

2. Strong positive signals

3. Blue data match icons
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Examples: Identity Review (Risky Transaction)
United States 

1
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1. Identity Risk Score

2. Strong negative signals

3. Orange alert icons

 Global 
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1. Identity Risk Score

2. Strong negative signals

3. Orange alert icons 2
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DEEP DIVES AND MANUAL SEARCHES
Deep dives and manual searches provide in-depth details for specific data attributes. They provide the ability to walk our 

Identity Graph and see how names, addresses, phone numbers, and emails are linked to one another and other people. 

Accessible in two ways: (1) automatically through an Identity Review or (2) manually input through the menu search 

options. 

1� Deep dive from Identity Review
If you need additional information to make a decision on a transaction during an Identity Review, you can dive deeper 

by clicking the link below the attribute. This will perform a standalone search for the data element and return additional 

information such as associated people, address history, alternate phone numbers, and more. Identity Review deep dives 

are available for the following transaction inputs:

▪ Phone

▪ Primary address

▪ Secondary address

▪ Email

2. Search manually
If you would like to search for a particular stand-alone data attribute, you can perform manual searches via the menu bar. 

For example, to perform a search for a phone number, click Phone from the menu bar and enter the number. 

Manual searches are available for the following data attributes:

▪ Phone

▪ Email

▪ Address

▪ Person

▪ Business

https://ekata.com/
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Examples: deep dives and manual searches

Phone
To see more information about a phone, click View phone details from an Identity Review response or click Phone from the 

menu bar to search manually. 

Additional details may include:

 ▪ Primary owner and potential owners

 ▪ Demographic information

 ▪ Immediate and extended family

 ▪ Household members

 ▪ Current address and address attributes

 ▪ Address history for the primary owner

 ▪ Link duration (how long a person has been linked to the address associated with the phone number) 

Search results for international phone numbers may include phone attributes, the primary owner, and/or address details. 

When performing a manual Phone search, you can choose a country code from the drop-down menu or copy/paste the 

number directly. 

https://ekata.com/
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Email
To see more information about an email, click View email details from an Identity Review response or click Email from the 

menu bar to search manually. 

Additional details may include:

▪ Demographic information of owner (name, age range, and gender)

▪ Associated physical address

▪ Associated phone numbers

▪ Email address validity

▪ History of email address

▪ Email address creation method

▪ Domain validity

▪ Domain age

▪ Domain reputation

▪ Domain email availability

https://ekata.com/
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Address
To see more information about an email, click View address details from an Identity Review response or click Address from 

the menu bar to search manually. 

Additional data may include:

▪ Property value

▪ Property owner

▪ Owner demographic information (age range and gender)

▪ Last sold date

▪ Up to 30 years of address history

▪ Alternative phone numbers

▪ People linked to the address (immediate family and other associated people)

When performing a manual Address search, you can choose a country code from the drop-down menu or copy/paste the 

address directly.

https://ekata.com/
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Person
To perform a person search, click Person from the menu bar and enter a name and full address or city, state or zip. 

Results may include:

▪ Up to 30 years of address history

▪ Alternative phone numbers

▪ Property value

▪ Property owners

▪ Demographic information

▪ Immediate family and associated people (click names for more information)

To view historical results such as a date range of when the address was linked to the person, click the All addresses drop 

down.

Business
To perform a business search, click Business from the menu bar and enter a business name and full address or city, state or 

zip. 

Results may include:

▪ Address

▪ Receiving mail status

▪ Type of delivery point

▪ History of mailing address to business name

▪ Phone numbers

https://ekata.com/
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ADMIN TOOLS
User management

How to manage users
Admins can manage individual user permission levels under Account settings. To access Account settings, click the drop-

down arrow next to your profile image in the top right corner of your Pro Insight account. Once you are in Account settings, 

click Manage users from the menu on the left. Manage users has three sections: Active users, Invite users, and Deleted users. 

▪ Active users
▪ View a list of active users

▪ Search for a user

▪ Edit users

▪ Set user permission roles

▪ Send a password reset link to a user

▪ Delete users

▪ Download a .csv file of users

▪ Invite users
▪ Invite new users

▪ Set new user permission roles

▪ Find a pending invitation

▪ View pending invitations

▪ Resend pending invites

▪ Upload a batch of users via .csv

▪ Deleted users
▪ Search for deleted users

▪ View users who have been deleted from your account

▪ Restore deleted users

About user roles
Pro Insight includes the following user permission roles:

▪ Admins  can search, update their profile, manage users, access billing info, and pull reports.

▪ Limited Admins  have Admin privileges, but cannot search and do not require a user seat.

▪ Users  can search and update their profile, but do not have access to admin tools.

Invite new users
To invite new users to your account or search for pending invites by name or email, click the Invite users tab and enter their 

name, email address, and role. The user will show as a pending invite until the invite is accepted. Each invite expires in 10 

days. If the invite expires or is not received, click on the Resend link to send a new invite to join the account.

Restore deleted users
Deleted users can be found on the Deleted users tab. To restore access for a deleted user, click the Restore link.

https://ekata.com/
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Resetting a user password
To reset a user password, go to the Active users tab, navigate to the user and click Edit. From the Edit user info screen, click 

Send password reset link. 

Reports

Query usage report
Admins can monitor usage in the Query usage section of Account settings to get an overview of usage and usage trends over 

time. The query usage for the account can be viewed on a trend chart, sorted by user, and/or exported to a .csv file.

Web usage trend chart

The usage bar chart offers two views (stacked bars and grouped bars), and is a quick and easy way to see trends over time. 

Each search type is labeled and color-coded. To view total amount of queries for a search type, hover over the bar. The time 

range can be toggled to view daily, weekly, and monthly trends.

https://ekata.com/
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Generate a CSV report

The following reports are available for download: Query details by month and Query usage by user. Downloaded reports 

include time of the event, user, type of search, and raw inputs.  To export a usage report to a .csv file, select the month and 

year and click the Generate CSV report button. When your report is complete, you will receive a link by email to download 

your zipped .csv file. Please allow up to 60 minutes to receive reports.

View generated reports

In addition to being sent via email, generated reports can be downloaded from the Generated reports tab in Account 

settings.

Weekly email

Each Monday, admins receive a weekly usage report via email that details usage for the previous week. 

Billing

Invoices are emailed to the designated billing contact at the beginning of each month. To retrieve a copy your invoice, visit 

the Billing section of Account settings. 

https://ekata.com/
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Decision Report
The Decision Report allows you to view reported Identity Review accept/reject decisions on an individual level and well as 

an account admin level. This report will include overall metrics as well as Confidence Score distributions for your specific 

set of outcomes.

https://ekata.com/
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The Decision Report collects outcomes of transactions as they are reviewed in real-time and allows you to view reported 

Identity Review accept/reject decisions on an individual level as well as an account admin level. Reporting your outcomes 

allows us to leverage your specific data to make product improvements, such as enhancing our Identity Network and 

training our Confidence Score model—to help you approve more good customers and assess risk. 

To improve the accuracy of Decision Report, encourage your team to report their decisions for every transaction by 

following the steps below: 

During an Identity Review, users will see the option to report that the transaction was approved or rejected with the buttons 

pictured below.

https://ekata.com/
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Identity Risk Score distribution report
The Identity Risk Score distribution report shows the distribution of Confidence Scores for Identity Reviews on your 

account. You can view this report for different time periods including 7 days, 14 days, 12 weeks, and 6 months. Hover to 

view additional details.

Coverage report
The Coverage Report provides coverage information on Phone, Address, Email, and IP with a filter to check out different 

geographies. This report represents the coverage for submitted transactions for your specific account in relation to the 

overall Ekata average from all customers. Hover to view additional details.

https://ekata.com/
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WORKFLOW INTEGRATION
Deep Links 
Deep Links provide easy integration into existing and proprietary platforms. With Deep Links, users can complete a full 5-in-

1 Identity Review search directly out of their platform with a single click.

Deep Link Builder
The Pro Insight Deep Link Builder is a free Chrome extension that works with proprietary platforms. The extension 

pulls data directly from the platform and automatically populates the Identity Review results page. For instructions on 

installation, click here.

Existing fraud platform integrations
Deep links are currently available through the following platforms:

1. Accertify - contact Accertify or Ekata to add the deep link

2. CyberSource - download Chrome Extension

3. Kount - contact Ekata for instructions to add deep links

4. FraudNet - contact Accertify or Ekata to add the deep link

5. Magento -  download Chrome Extension

6. ReD Shield - contact CSM at ACI to add the deep link

7. Signifyd - find the deep link within the People section of the Signifyd console by clicking on the Card Holder or Delivery 

Recipient Name

8. Subuno - download Chrome Extension

9. Volusion - download Chrome Extension

Single Sign-on (SSO)
Single  sign-on  (SSO)  allows  employees  to  access  authorized  network  resources  with  the  same login.  Usernames  and  

passwords  are  validated  with  your  existing  employee  database  rather  than requiring  a  separate  login  for  Pro Insight.

 Pro Insight  integrates  directly  with  any  Security  Assertion  Markup  Language  (SAML  2.0) based  login  systems  such  as  Okta,  

OneLogin,  etc.  and  navigates  based  on  sending  a  SAML request  or  redirecting  the  user  to  a  link  based  on  the  options  

below:

▪ Email  domain   -  user  enters  their  email  on  the  SSO  login  page 

▪ Deep  link  parameter   -  parameter  in  the  deep  link  contains  _auth_provider  (e.g. _auth_provider=ekata)

▪ Cookie   -  after  a  successful  login,  we  can  send  an  AuthnRequest  or  redirect  to  the  same IDP

▪ IP   - from  a  designated  IP,  a  user  who  is  not  authenticated  will  automatically  be  directed

For more information about SSO, check out the Single Sign-on (SSO) How to get Started guide or contact support at 

support@ekata.com.

https://ekata.com/
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PRO INSIGHT SUPPORT
Help Center
Visit the Ekata Pro Insight help center for additional information such as step by step instructions, how-to guides, and 

tutorial videos. 

Quick Tips
Learn more about our data attributes and how to use them by enabling Quick tips. Quick tips can be toggled on or off on 

manual search results pages. When toggled on, a green squiggly line appears on data attributes that can be hovered over 

for additional information.

Account Services
Our team is here to help you get the most value out of Pro Insight. If you have any questions regarding your account or the 

solution, please reach out to your account manager directly or email support@ekata.com.

DATA DICTIONARY
Name and Business Data Attributes
NAME

Includes first name, middle name, last name, salutation and suffix, and/or name of business

TYPE

Indicates if it belongs to business or person

GENDER

Indicates the gender of the person

AGE RANGE

Provides a range for individuals over 18 years of age

RELATED PEOPLE

List of family members (relatives) and people in the same household

ALL ADDRESSES

Provides current and past address data, including start and end dates for each address

LINKED TO ADDRESS

Indicates how long the person has been associated with the current address

LINKED TO PHONE

Indicates how long the person has been associated with the current phone number

https://ekata.com/
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Address Attributes

RESIDENT NAME

Matches the user’s reported name to the residents of the address

ADDRESS

Includes current street address, unit, city, state, postal code/zip +4 (if applicable), and country

USAGE TYPE

Indicates whether the address is business or residential

MAIL DELIVERY 

Tells whether the address can currently accept mail from the USPS (available for the US)

DELIVERY POINT

Indicates whether the address is a P.O. Box, single unit, multi-unit or commercial mail drop

FREIGHT FORWARDER

Indicates whether an address is performing freight forwarding or reshipping services

VALIDITY

Indicates if there are any address issues with the address such as not valid, missing unit number, not a valid unit, or 

incorrect postal code 

LOCATION VALIDITY

Provides level of address validation for countries with less fidelity, such as valid country

AGE RANGE

Returns the registered owner’s age range

PROPERTY VALUE

Shows the current total tax assessed value of the property

LAST SOLD

The date the property was sold last

OWNERS

The homeowner of the location

Email address attributes

REGISTERED NAME

Match the user’s reported name to the email’s registered name

VALID STATUS

Indicates whether the email domain and syntax are valid

FIRST SEEN

Shows the date or time frame for which the email was first seen in our Identity Network 

https://ekata.com/
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DISPOSABLE EMAIL

Indicates whether an email address is on a disposable email service

CREATION

Identifies auto-generated emails

DOMAIN CREATION DATE

States date when the email domain was created

DOMAIN EMAIL VALIDITY

Indicates if it is a free email provider

DOMAIN ORGANIZATION

The registrar of the email domain

DOMAIN LOCATION

City, state, postal and country of the domain’s registered location

IP Address Attributes
LOCATION

Indicates where the IP is located

RISKY

Indicates whether or not the IP is risky (i.e. proxy or data center IP address) 

VALIDITY

Indicates whether the IP address is valid

CONNECTION TYPE

Indicates if the IP is associated with a Cable/DSL, dial up, cellular, or corporate connection

ORGANIZATION

Shows the IP of the organization associate with an IP

Phone Attributes
PREPAID

Indicates whether a mobile number is part of a prepaid service plan

OWNER

Indicates who or which business the phone is currently associated to

BUSINESS PHONE

Indicates if the phone number belongs to a business

LINE TYPE

Indicates whether a number is a landline, mobile, fixed or non-fixed VoIP (including Google Voice or Skype), a premium 

number, a toll-free number, or a global number located outside of the United States 

https://ekata.com/
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CARRIER

Indicates the company providing service to the associated number including hard-to-identify carriers, such as Boost, Metro 

PCS, and TracFone

POTENTIAL OWNERS

Provides other people or businesses associated with the phone number

ADDRESSES

Provides the geographic location of the primary owner and the metadata of the address

VALIDITY

Indicates whether the phone number is a real phone number with a valid area code

Identity Review Links
NAME

Matches the provided name to phone, addresses, and email on the input

PHONE LOCATION

Matches the phone location to the provided primary address with varying levels of match (Country, metro, city/state or 

province, postal code, or full address match)

LINK TO PRIMARY

Shows the relation between the primary name/address to the secondary name/address including relatives, household 

members, and historical addresses

EMAIL ORGANIZATION

Indicates if it matches to any phone or address that is included in transaction inputs

IP ORGANIZATION

Indicates if it matches to any phone or address that is included in transaction inputs

DISTANCE CALCULATIONS

Shows the distance between phone, addresses, and IP inputs of the transaction

https://ekata.com/
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Contact info:
WEBSITE: 

CUSTOMER HELP CENTER: 

EMAIL: 

EKATA.COM 

SUPPORT.EKATA.COM 

SUPPORT@EKATA.COM

https://ekata.com/
https://pro.whitepages.com/
https://support.ekata.com/
mailto:support@ekata.com
http://ekata.com
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